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Ly  emission from starburst galaxies
- Strongest hydrogen recombination line, Ly / Hβ=33,
  expected equivalenth width > 100 Å for a young 
  dust-free starburst (e.g. Charlot & Fall 93)

- =1216 Å, shifts into ground based regime for z>2

Motivation for early  surveys for high-z primeval galaxies, 
however not much found (Pritchet 1994)

IUE studies of local starbursts indicated a similar situation 
Ly   unexpectedly weak, e.g. Giavalisco et al (1996):  
Ly / Hβ<33, even after extinction correction

•Ly   is a resonant line
•1/3 probability of 2-photon emission

 ‣ Resonant scattering with increasing probability of 
  dust absorption and 2-photon emission (Neufeld 1992)?



Ly  emission from local galaxies

HST/GHRS and STIS spectroscopy 
revealed a more complex situation: 

IZw18: •2% solar metallicity
        •no dust
⇒ Damped absorption!

Haro2: •more metals & dust
⇒ P-cygni emission profile
+ Blueshifted ISM absorption lines

ISM kinematics is the key 
parameter - not dust

-Hydrodynamical models of superbubble expansion predict 
 Ly to depend on evolutionary state of the burst: 

Initially absorption –  ‣ stellar winds –‣emission
if viewed from right angle, Tenorio-Tagle et al. (1999) 

Kunth et al. (1998)
Mas-Hesse et al. (2003)
Thuan & Iztov (1997)



Ly  emission from local galaxies, continued

Primeval galaxy/building block prototype: the blue compact  
galaxy SBS0335-052, a metal-poor starburst

Damped
absorption

Thuan & Iztov (1997)



Ly  emission from local galaxies, continued

i) If starburst is covered by static slab of HI
      with n>1E18 cm¯² ⇒ damped absorption

ii)  If clumpy, static, ISM ⇒ Ly  emission with
     reduced intensity

iii) If neutral ISM has a velocity shift with respect
     to starburst cluster ⇒ Ly  detected with Pcyg profile

Further complications: 

- For i) even if ISM is static, photons may diffuse over a 
  larger area and be detectable in emission.

- For ii) one should see both damped absorption and pure
  symmetric emission if galaxy can be spatially resolved

It is likely that the true situation might be a mix of i), ii), iii)

‣High resolution imaging desireable! 



High-z Ly  revisited
Breakthrough about 10 years ago (Hu & McMahon 1996)
thanks to larger areas and fainter flux limits.

Ly  narrow band imaging surveys are now very successful in
detecting faint galaxies, with typical luminosity below that of 
LBGs (e.g. Fynbo et al. 2001, Ouchi et al. 2003, Malhotra & Rhoads 2002).

+ Giant Ly  blobs (talk by Colbert at this conference)

Hu et al. (1999), z=5.7
3 hour KECK-spectrum



The Number of high-z emitters is, however, still an order of
magnitude smaller than predicted by models (Pritchet 1994)

Semi-analytic models consistent with 
2% Ly escape (Le Delliou et al. 2005)

- Is the true number of primeval 
  galaxies smaller than predicted? 

or

- Do only a fraction emitt Ly  ?

In the prevailing hierarchical scenario,
galaxies are built up by mergers, and 
more so at high-z where Ly  surveys 
are done

‣ This will most likely affect ISM
    kinematics, hence Ly  escape

(courtesy C. Mihos)



Even when high-z galaxy candidates are not selected by
Ly  but through “drop out” techniques, Ly  is used
for redshift determination for majority of targets

About one half of the high-z galaxies detected by
other methods show Ly  emission

‣If we are to use  Ly for tracing buildup of galaxies,
large scale structure, corellation functions, and star 
formation rates, etc – we need to understand under 
what conditions a galaxy shows Ly  in emission!

Ly  is complicated but essential:

•H  is shifted out of optical at z=0.5 and K-band at z>2.5

•Ly  will remain important probe also in the era of 
  JWST and extremely large ground based telescopes

•Reionisation (Haiman & Spaans 1999)



HST Ly  imaging of nearby starbursts

Complements spectroscopy and gets the full picture
(e.g. by picking up emission scattered out from the burst)

Complements high-z imaging by having 3 orders of
magnitude better spatial resolution

Six nearby (z<0.03) starbursts selected for pilot study 
HST/ACS/SBC: F122M (9000s, shadow) + F140LP (3000s)

- Luminosity: M = -15  to  -21
- Metallicity: 12+log(O/H) = 7.3  to  8.8
- Both including known emitters and absorbers

Collaborators: M. Hayes (Stockholm), D. Kunth (IAP), 
M. Mas-Hesse (Madrid), C. Leitherer
(STScI), A. Petrosian (BAO)



 Name:         NGC6090   IRAS08+65  ESO350-38   ESO338-04  SBS0335       Tol65
 MB, Type:    (-21, LIRG)   (-21, SB)      (-20, LBCG)   (-19, LBCG)  (-17, BCG)   (-15, BCD)

F140LP
(cont.)

F122M
(Lya-on)

Cont. subtr.

Ly

 = 0

 = +1

 = -2

NB No correction for Galactic HI absorption



Kunth et al. (2003)

RGB composites:
R=visual (WFPC2)
G=UV-continuum 1500Å
B=Lyman alpha, =0



How to improve on continuum subtraction?

‣ESO 338-04 has lots of good data – use that!

HST/STIS spectroscopy with G140L, covering Ly  

HST/WFPC2 imaging: F218W, F336W, F439W, F555W, F814W

HST/STIS imaging: [OIII]4959, Clear

UVES-spectroscopy

Fabry-Perot interferometry (H velocity field)

VLA HI imaging

Ground based optical & near IR imaging +H, H, [OIII]

Hayes, Östlin, Mas-Hesse, Kunth, Leiterer, Petrosian,
2005 submitted, soon to come on astro-ph



ESO 338-04 (= Tol 1924-416)

a “prototypical” luminous Blue Compact Galaxy

D=37 Mpc
MB=-19
[O/H]≈-1
W(H)≈500Å

Known emitter from IUE

Complex kinematics

Very rich in star clusters

Current burst started 
40 Myr ago

Evidence for past bursts

Östlin et al. (1998, 2003) 5x5 kpc, WFPC2 BVI composite



ESO 338-04 as seen by VLA in HI:

- interaction and bridge
- complex velocity field – no rotation
- high column density

Not just a tidal drag – something 
more dramatic has happened!

Cannon et al (2004)



ACS/F140LP & STIS/G140LNTT/R-band

A: P-cyg
C: pure em
B: abs

Ly  in 
ESO 338-04

A

B

C

Galactic abs
& geocoronal



STIS spectrum is witness to our continuum subtraction

Starburst UV spectra approximated as power law: f ∝  

 -map techniqueFlat continuum =0

Too much emission !

Too little
emission !

-WHY ?
Galactic HI absorption
Spectrum turns over at 1400Å



Solution (?): Model the UV continuum
Starburst99 (Leithrer et al. 1999) 

+

Mappings (Kewley et al. 2004), but no Ly
+

HST throughput data, filter profiles etc.

⇒ Continuum level in F122M filter



Model parameters:

Metallicity: Z=0.001 to 0.04
IMF: Salpeter + bottom- and top- heavy
Ext: E(B-V)=0 to 0.4 (observed=0.05)
Ext law: Cardelli, LMC, SMC, Calzetti
SFH: instantaneous and extended

Some of these are well constrained (Östlin et al. 2003)
Nebular emission allowed to be decoupled from stars

Underlying population: Yes/No

Modelling the stellar population is complicated by the 
age-reddening-metallicity degeneracy

However, we only try to find a relation beyween 
HST colours and the continuum near Ly

-    Is it possible? - !Yes ⇒ CTN

 ff122m = ff140lp / CTN



Any single colour will fail and deliver degenerate results

However, combining certain colours, the continuum can
be predicted with good accuracy:

Non degenerate, not very model dependent:

‣Lya varies by  ≤20% for reasonable parameters
‣And by less than ≤50% for all combinations

1500/2200 Å (X)
vs

3300/4400 Å (Y)

Zero age and
reddening

CTN / CTNref
LMC vs SMC law



Results:
All features along STIS slit reproduced    L(Ly)=5E41 erg/s

IUE integrated Ly flux reproduced to better than 10%

‣We can do quantitative Ly photometry

Total Ly flux dominated 
by a diffuse component

- Without it, the galaxy
  would be an absorber!

- We see diffuse, porous
  and P-cyg emission as
  well as damped abs

Ly

Ly filtered
Surf-
brightn.

1E39

1E38



EW: -50 to +50 Å R: [OIII]
G: 1500Å continuum
B: Ly

      Equivalent width           “True” colour composite



Age and EW(Ly)
unrelated!

But EW(Ly) corellate
negatively with mass 
and FUV luminosity

EW

Mass

Comparison with SSCs



Escape fraction and comparison with H:

Centrally: 

From H and E(B-V) we expect 1000E-14 erg/s/cm2
We see -70

‣Looking at the negative and positive contributions (-163 
and 93) more than 80% of Ly must have been destroyed   

P-cyg profile around A consistent with UVES spectra

Diffuse component:

Dominates total flux

If same reddening as centrally (E(B-V)=0.05), Ly/  H has 
been attenuated by a factor of two 

 ‣ minimum 2 scatterings and associated 2-photon loss



Kinematical information:
HI data has too poor resolution, N ~ 5E21 cm-2

Ionised gas: Fabry-Perot H-alpha velocity contours
    (Östlin et al. 1999, 2001)



Comparison of ionised gas and stellar absorption lines

UVES spectrum used to measure stellar velocity and
dispersion of knot A: Mdyn = 107 solar masses

NaD (neutral ISM?) lines blueshifted wrt knot A abs.-lines

UVES slit

Knot A
H

Lya-smooth

Östlin et al. (2005)



- When assuming flat continuum, flux and EW(Ly)
are overestimated by more than a factor of two

- beta-map technique underestimates flux and EW

‣Caution for high-z surveys

Simulations in progress to estimate uncertanties
on derived Lya fluxes and equivalent widths from
narrow band surveys:

- Build model galaxies (example on next slide)

- Redshift ESO338-04



Simulated Lya emitter at z=2.2
EW(Lya)rest = 100Å added
SB99, Instant burst, Z=0.001, SMC extinction law
Narrow (2%) Lya filter, Broad band continuum filter(s)

W1: continuum
filter include Lya

W2: continuum
filter at 1500Å
(restwavel.)

W3: using  
from two filters:
1500 & 2000Å

‣IGM opacity &
Lya forest to be added



Conclusions:
• Ly imaging sensitive to assumed continuum shape and
   HI absorption from MW (or Ly forest) 

• -mapping does not solve this

• Continuum near Ly can be accurately modelled 
   using more UV and blue filters 

• STIS spectrum and IUE flux reproduced for ESO338-04

• Ly emission dominated by diffuse component that can 
   be traced to radius more than 10 arcsec (2 kpc). A few
   scatterings with small attenuation, possible outflows

• Central burst is porous: shows both abs and em but is net 
   absorber with more than 80% of Ly photons destroyed. 

• Knot A shows P-Cyg emission 

• Local starbursts such as ESO 338-04 are excellent 
   laboratories for studying Ly physics 


